A theory is presented for modeling the evolution of rotor wakes as a function of axial distance in swirling mean flows. The theory, which extends an earlier work to include arbitrary radial distributions of mean swirl, indicates that swirl can significantly alter the wake structure of the rotor especially at large downstream distances (i.e., for moderate to large rotor-stator spacings). Using measured wakes of a representative scale model fan stage to define the mean swirl and initial wake perturbations, the theory is used to predict the subsequent evolution of the wakes. The results indicate the sensitivity of the wake evolution to the intial profile and the need to have complete and consistent initial definition of both velocity and pressure perturbations.
Introduction
The advent of high bypass ratio turbofans has made rotor-stator interaction noise one of the major sources of aircraft engine noise. This is true whether one is concerned with the tone component or the broadband component of noise spectrum.
Reduction of the rotor-stator interaction noise, therefore, has become an integral part of many engine noise reduction strategies. Naturally, the success of a reduction technique depends critically on how well the underlying mechanism of the noise generation is understood. It is generally agreed that the principal mechanism of rotorstator interaction is the impingement of rotor flow unsteady perturbations on the downstream stator vanes. In the case of tone noise, the perturbations are the coherent (periodic) wakes of the rotor, and, in the case of broadband noise, they include flow turbulence ingested and/or produced by the fan.
Over the past few decades a number of analytical and numerical methods have been developed to predict the rotor-stator interaction noise by modeling the rotor wakes as specified upstream vortical perturbations and the stator as a 2D rec- For loaded cascades, methods based on the rapid distortion theory are used to account for the effect of mean flow distortion of the upstream disturbances.
Both the wake evolution and radiated sound are then determined as part of the solution [1] . However, to date, only 2D versions of the theory have been implemented in practical noise computation schemes.
In both types of approaches the upstream and downstream mean flows are taken to be uniform. In this case, the modal composition of the duct acoustics, which depends only on the mean flow and duct geometry, can be readily deter- It is therefore plausible to assume that the fluid is inviscid and non-heat conducting.
In addition, we suppose that the flow velocity and pressure can be written as
where x and r are the axial and radial coordinates, respectively, _ is the circumferentiM angle, and t is the time.
We further assume that [_(x,r,O,t)l << IU(r) [ and [p'(x,r,O,t)l << [p0(r) [, and that the mean flow velocity has a zero radial component,
where (gx, e0) are the unit vectors in the axial and tangential directions, respectively.
It is advantageous to represent the perturbation velocity as the sum of a vortical part, _7 R,
Substituting equations (1), (2) and (4) into the Euler equations we get
where the operator _ and the pressure are given
Solution of equations (5) and (6) requires an appropriate set of initial and boundary conditions.
The velocity components are specified at the inlet of the computational domain together with an impermeability condition on the walls of the duct.
The pressure is specified at both the inlet and outlet of the domain.
where c_ is defined by
We begin by solving the homogeneous part of equation (5) which can be explicitly integrated using the initial data specified at x = 0. The solution, denoted as _Th R, is given by
e ia , where a = ax-wt+rnO. The parameter A is significant, since it determines the flow stability. When X is real, the flow is stable and, hence, wake perturbations remain bounded. However, when )_ is imaginary, the flow can become unstable resulting in growing wake perturbations.
(5) Next, equation (6) is discretized and solved numerically assuming gR = g_ on the right hand (6)side. This provides the first iterative solution for ¢.
A particular solution for the vortical velocity can then be calculated by solving,
The vortical velocity is then given by gR = ghR + Equations (5) and (6) are solved iteratively until appropriate convergence criteria are met for both V¢ and t7R.
Boundary and Initial Conditions
The boundary and initial conditions necessary for carrying out the solution procedure are as follows:
• At the inlet, x = 0, we specify 1. _Th R = ?_initiaI, i.e., the initial data given from the measurment.
• At the exit x = L, we take 02 _2 1. _ + _-j¢ = 0.
• On the tip and hub radii, we take 1.
=0,
where ¢ = ¢(x, r)e i_. Often, the pressure is not measured at the inlet of the domain. As a result, the initial conditions for the pressure must be imposed artificially by assuming either p = 0 or o°_x= 0. The reduction process from raw data to average profiles is illustrated in figure (3) .
Consider the raw data for axial component of the velocity at station 1 and at 35% span(radial) location shown in figure (3a) . Note that, the abscissa in this figure, labeled the rotor position, can be equivalently treated as time or tangential location. The first step in the reduction process is to compute the once-per-rev average of the velocities occurring within each of the 900 bins. Figure (3b) shows the resulting once-pcr-rev average velocity distribution.
The next step is to average the once- 
• This effect will be shown to be caused by the mean swirl.
Using the mean and perturbation quantities obtained from the measurements as initial data, the theory described in this paper is used to predict the evolution of individual More will be said about this later.
Second, as was mentioned before, the influence of the unsteady potential field of the rotor on the locations near the fan trailing edge is not included in the theory. Hence, any such influence is missing from the evolution equations. There are experimental evidence (see reference [9] ) that a significant decay can occur in the amplitude of the wake for x/c < 0.6 due to the fan potential flow interference effects.
Returning to the data-theory comparisons shown in figure (9) The predicted radial component of perturbation is seen to amplify essentially monotonically as a function of downstream distance near the tip.
Since, no measurements were taken for the radial component of the velocity, it is not possible to assess this effectby comparison with data. Thereis, however, someevidencethat the radial perturbation component is at leastaslargeasthoseof the other two perturbationcomponents lendingsome supportto the predictedresults [13, 14] . To demonstrate the importanceof havinga consistent setof initial data,calculations werecarriedout usingan assumed initial profileof the radial perturbationat x = 0 (i.e., locatin 1). The profile used in this calculation corresponds to the one obtained at location 4 in the previous calculation. The resulting evolutions show significant difference compared with those for the zero initial radial perturbation case as shown in figure (11) , although the effect of the swirl at the tip section is similar between the two cases.
It is remarkable that the radial perturbations do not amplify anymore in contrast to the results shown in figure (8c).
We now examine the effect of modifying both the homogeneous pressure and radial velocity conditions at the inlet. The results show significant differences with the data and the other two cases. This only serves to emphasize the importance of a consistent and compatible set of initial data containing all three velocity components and pressure distributions at x = 0.
The specification of pressure perturbations at the inlet raises an important question regarding the boundary conditions imposed on ¢ for the numerical solution.
One might specify the pressure perturbations (as was done above), or one might choose to specify a derivative conditions such as --0. The effect of the latter condition, which may be more realistic from a physical point of view, however, is rather small. This is expected because the vortical modes have a very small pressure content in them as pointed out in [4, 8] since these perturbations are nearly convected.
At the exit of the computational domain, different numerical conditions were tested. It may be concluded that the choice of the most physical condition is best for this type of evolution problem as was also suggested in [4] .
Conclusions
The theory developed by Golubev and Atassi [4] was generalized to account for arbitrary radial distributions of mean swirl in modeling the evolution of rotor wakes.
Using experimentally meassured fiow data as mean iiow and initial condition inputs, the theory was used to predict the evolution of the wake perturbations as a function of distance downstream of the fan. Comparisons with measured wake evolutions on a harmonic basis indicate that swirl has a significant effect where large radial mean flow gradients occur. It appears that, for the most part, the radial and tangential perturbations exchange momentum as the perturbation field evolves downstream.
The theory was unable to model the significant change between locations 1 and 2 as seen in the data. This may be attributed to the proximity of the measurement location 1 to the fan trailing edge where unsteady potential effects of the fan may be significant.
The effectsof differentinlet andoutlet conditions on the evolutionwerealsoanalyzed. It appearsthat the resultsare sensitiveto the inlet conditions, but that outlet conditionsplayonly a smallrole. This supportsthe normalmodeanalysiswhich indicatethat the vorticalperturbations haveinly a smallpressure contentassociated with them. 
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